We propose the following amendments to the very badly flawed Bill C - 69:

1. Remove all political interference from the project approval process

2. Honour the role of provinces by removing added bureaucracy and recognizing the principles of the Atlantic Accord

3. Define and clarify the review process timelines to ensure decisions are delivered within a reasonable timeframe

4. Value the voices of the local communities impacted by projects above larger narratives and unsettled public policy questions

5. Consider the merits of the project and not the larger public policy debates that exist beyond the project scope.

6. Exclude routine projects from a lengthy review process to ensure infrastructure upgrades are completed in a timely manner.

7. The Regional Assessment process has the potential to make the approval process to be effective, however, the Regional Assessment needs to be clarified.

8. Include economic benefit an important factor alongside the long list of factors that must considered.

In conclusion, as Canadians we are embarrassed and frustrated that Bill C - 69 even came into existence. It is clear that Canadian politicians and the leftist leaning media in Canada have been unduly and dangerously influenced by what we call the eco-terrorists. It is long past due that the Senate push back vigorously and make major amendments to Bill C - 69. Currently Canadian politicians and the current Liberal party of Canada have sent a clear message to the world that Canada is not open for business, that Canada is not friendly to business and that Canada has been over run with eco-terrorists funded by foreign interests whose goals are critically harmful to Canada. These eco-terrorists are foreign funded enemies of Canada who will do anything and everything to land lock Canadian resources and in the process do serious economic damage to Canada.

The Senate is Canadians last glimmer of hope for sanity to prevail. Please don’t let Canada and Canadians down.

FIX BILL C - 69!
Please confirm your receipt of our email via an early return email from your office so we know it reached you successfully.

Sincerely,

Curby & Bernadette Klaibert
Victoria, BC